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Abstract
Political parties have been online for more than a decade –giving rise to a body of research that
explores the use of websites by national political parties as important communication tools
between parties and citizens. Studies have been limited in two significant ways: first, the focus has
centred on national party websites; second, scholarly attention most often probes websites during
elections. This has left a gap in our understanding: do riding associations, the local components of
parties, also employ websites? And if so, to what purpose? To address these questions, we provide
the first baseline measure of all riding associations' websites among Conservative, Liberal, NDP,
Green and Bloc Quebecois parties. By employing a content analysis modeled on Norris' work
(2003), we illuminate riding associations' use of websites to provide information (e.g. executive
members, party platform), and to encourage citizens' political engagement outside of electoral
periods (e.g. becoming a party member, attending riding association meetings). Though a majority
of riding associations have a locatable website, over 50 percent rely on the national party domain as
a host and include little to no local content. Overall, riding websites are weak –equally so for both
information and engagement– fulfilling less than half the 15 indicators we coded for. These findings
support Small's (2012) observation that Canadian parties have not embraced the full potential of
the internet, even at the local level. Intra-party disparities among websites also share elements of
Carty's (2002) franchisee model signalling differences in capacity and independence of local
associations.
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Introduction
Canadian political parties and politicians have been using the web for nearly twenty
years; however the study of these actors online activity is more recent (Clarke 2012; Jansen
2004; Small 2012; Koop and Marland 2012). Technological optimists have suggested that
the participatory nature of the web, in particular Web 2.0, could offer a new means for
parties and politicians to connect with the electorate (Briendl & Franq 2008; Norris 2001;
Rheingold 1993; Stone 1996). 2 In contrast, cyber-pessimists argue politics on the internet
reflects politics as usual, conducted mostly by the same familiar candidates and interest
groups (Margolis and Resnick 2000).
Scholars have observed that political parties and politicians generally use websites
as broadcast tools in order to distribute information rather than engage citizens by
embracing web interactivity (Bastien and Greffet 2009; Gulati and Williams 2007;
Lalancette, 2013; Norris 2003; Schweitzer 2008; Small 2008, 2012; Smith and Chen 2009).
Most of this scholarly attention has focused on the content of parties’ and politicians’
websites – often during an election - in order to understand if the web is altering politics.
Yet research focused on national party and candidate websites has continued to neglect a
crucial part of our political system – riding associations.
Scholars argue riding associations play a central part in election campaigns and
maintaining the vibrancy of Canadian parties (Carty 1991, 2002; Carty and Eagles 1998,
1999; Clark 2004; Denver et al. 2003; Koop 2011, 2012; Sayers 1999; Whiteley and Seyd
1994). However, several scholars dispute riding association’s relevance. These scholars
contend local organizations have been rendered useless given declining membership
numbers, the professionalization of parties and increasingly fragile linkages between
citizens and parties (Katz 1997; Koop 2011).
Nevertheless, Canada’s federal elections are fought across hundreds of separate and
distinct single member electoral districts and many parties strive to have a presence in
each district through their riding associations. Studies of riding associations have observed
enormous variation in terms of capacity and approach – some associations are “vigorous,
rich and rudely independent,” with resources, members and committed volunteers, while
others atrophy between elections to mere “fictional entries on a head quarters list” (Carty
2002, 10).
The lack of attention directed towards riding associations’ online presence, in
conjunction with their central role solicits the question: how are riding associations using
the web? This paper seeks to address this gap in the literature by analyzing the contents of
Web 2.0 is the name used to refer to the second generation of web technologies that support user interaction with the web as an
aggregator and producer of content (Clarke 2012). Visitors shift from an inactive viewing of web content to potentially becoming
contributors to the website’s content (Sweetser & Weaver Lariscy 2008).
2
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1307 riding association websites.3 It seeks to answer two central questions: do riding
associations have websites? If so, do the contents of these websites suggest riding associations
are embracing the participatory aspects of the web, or simply use websites as a platform to
distribute information? This paper establishes the first known account of riding
associations’ websites in Canada that covers the five political parties with seats in the
House of Commons: the Conservative Party of Canada (CPC), the New Democratic Party of
Canada (NDP), the Liberal Party of Canada (LPC), the Bloc Quebecois (BQ), and the Green
Party of Canada (GPC).4
The paper first reviews relevant literature of parties’ and politicians’ websites.
Subsequently, it describes the methods and findings of our study. Thirdly, it explores
several factors which may account for the observed variation among associations and
between political parties. Finally, it concludes with a discussion about the implications and
proposes future areas of research.
Definitions
Prior to presenting our analysis, we must first clarify our central concepts: riding
associations and websites. Political parties in Canada are comprised of two parts: the
parliamentary party and the riding association.5 Carty (2002) argues the role of the
parliamentary party is to provide the leadership who effectively set public policy. The role
of the riding association is to provide a forum for members’ participation, with power to
control the riding activity and sometimes ability to support candidates that they choose
(Carty 2002). The riding association is the central focus of this paper. Throughout this
paper we use the terms riding association, local constituency association, electoral district
association (EDAs), and local chapter interchangeably.
Koop (2011) distinguishes three components of constituency organizations. The
first includes the local members and supporters. The second is the executive leadership
structures maintained by the associations in each of the ridings. The third is the local
campaigns which manifest as nominated candidates (Koop 2011). These three components
collectively carry out vital functions of a local association: engaging the grassroots,
maintaining the riding level structure and nominating and supporting candidates.
3This

analysis focuses strictly on the use of websites. As a result, it neglects other areas of online and offline political communication,
such as direct contact or newspaper advertisements. In terms of online communication, the quality of a ridings’ social media presence or
use of blog posts is beyond the scope of this paper. Therefore, the findings of this paper should be considered illuminative of riding
association’s use of websites and not a definitive account of riding association’s online presence in its entirety.
One argument in regards to the web is its propensity to “equalize” the playing field for fringe parties. Since this paper only examines
parties with seats in the House it cannot speak to how fringe parties use the web in Canada. Scholars argue small or fringe parties can
exploit the relatively low costs, the lack of editorial control and the non-hierarchical nature of the Internet - with relatively few skills and
resources, a minor party can have just as sophisticated a site as a governing party and sit alongside it in cyberspace (Ward et al. 2003).
Further analysis should examine this claim in the Canadian context.
4

The parliamentary party is often referred to as the national party or central party in this paper. In his work, Carty defines riding
associations as local constituency associations.
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The identification of a riding association’s website may appear to be a
straightforward task but this analysis finds that is not always true. For this paper, a riding
association website is defined as an online site that purports to represent the local
association and/or whose content appears to be controlled and populated, to some extent,
by the local association.6
Literature Review
This section reviews the relevant literature for the websites of political parties and
politicians including the potential benefits of websites and comparative research on
contents of political websites.7 The majority of national political parties and candidates in
Canada and abroad have now established, at minimum, an online presence. 8 In Canada, the
five federal parties examined in this paper all have a central party website. An analysis by
Samara (2013) found that only five Members of Parliament did not have a website in
2013.9
Why Websites Matter
Ward et al. (2003) argue the internet, broadly speaking, is a multi-purpose tool used
for: campaigning, participation, and internal organization. The web can provide basic
information for the public; allow parties to act as their own news producers and deliver
party’s message unmediated to voters passing traditional media (Gibson and Ward 2000;
Nixon and Johnsson, 1999). Finally, it can be used as a participatory and organizational
tool to mobilize voters and encourage donations. Gibson and Ward (2000) identified five
key functions for political websites: information provision, campaigning, resource
generation, networking, and promoting participation.
Websites in particular, can be an alternative, cheaper platform for communication.
Norris (2001) ascertains that it costs far less for parties to establish a website than it does
to advertise through the traditional mass media given the price of newspaper, radio, and
television advertising. Secondly, scholars argue having a websites offers a symbolic value –
parties appear modern and relevant (Roper 1999; Selnow 1998; Tops et al. 2000).
Between elections, riding associations in Canada are often criticized about the
quality of opportunity they provide grassroots members to participate (Carty 1991, 1996).
It is not uncommon for associations to double or triple in size during a nomination contest
This definition attempts to include both of the typologies later discussed in the paper. While templates don’t allow for EDA content, they
are created and housed by the national party and thus are considered to act as official representation.
7 It is important to note that none of this literature deals with the contents of riding associations’ websites exclusively.
8 Generally however, the majority of studies focus on Anglo-American campaigners’ use of Internet tools during election campaigns, with
less focus being given to other democracies.
6

Their online presence is potentially fulfilling Canadians’ demands. In 2012, 83% of Canadian households had internet access (Statistics
Canada 2012).This analysis only examined the provider end and did not survey or ask voters in Canada about their political web usage.
This is a fruitful area of research that will be discussed in this paper’s recommendations for future research.
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or election, only to shrink immediately afterwards (Cross and Young 2006). Cross (1998)
argues that parties have purposely offered little opportunity for meaningful participation at
the local level for fear that it would undermine their elite dominated, consensus building
activities. This paper seeks to explore if these associations are able to sustain a stronger
continual presence by employing websites as a participatory and organizational tool to
mobilize and engage their members.
Website Use in Various Jurisdictions
Comparative studies have explored the emergence and adoption new information
communication technologies (ICTs), with a strong focus on the content of websites. Most of
the research on parties’ and candidates’ use of the web is often intertwined. Scholars
conclude political parties and candidates tend to use the internet as a top-down channel for
information or party propaganda, rather than as an opportunity to encourage two-way
discussion and debate with potential voters (Baxter 2011; Bentivegna 2002; Gibson and
Ward 2002,2008; Gibson et al. 2003; Jankowski et al. 2005; Smith and Chen 2009;
Strandberg 2009; Vaccari 2008).
In Italy’s 2001 general election, most candidates’ sites were simple online
reproductions of materials conceived offline (Bentivegna 2002). More recently Vaccari
(2008) found that most Italian parties have reached a solid level of proficiency in regards
to the level of information available to their online users but are still far from maximizing
the internet’s potential for participation and mobilization. In Finland, Strandberg’s (2009)
study of the Finnish campaign showed that parties, either governing or in the opposition,
do not use the web to its full potential, relying on their websites mostly to inform their
member and the electorate.
In Australia, Gibson and Ward (2002) note the general failure of parties to develop
more creative and participatory sites. Despite parties’ sporadic attempts to fully develop
the participatory aspects of the web, these scholars argue it appears a convergence on
‘static’ top-down, information-driven sites is taking place. For instance, Scottish political
actors were reluctant to encourage online contact and debate, and were unwilling to
answer contentious policy questions online (Baxter et al. 2011). Jackson (2007) concluded
that British political actors also predominately use the internet as a resource generation
tool. Baxter et al. (2011) found that British parties and candidates were most likely to
solicit ﬁnancial and resources (memberships and volunteering) via the web, but less likely
provide anything in return to visitors. The use is fairly consistent -- Jansen’s (2004)
analysis of Alberta and British Columbia’s provincial candidates in Canada concluded that
these websites exhibit a surprising degree of “sameness” in their approach. During the
2008 Canadian federal election, Smith and Chen (2009) conclude candidates and parties
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engage with technology to self-promote online, with minor parties demonstrating
equivalent online representation, particularly through the use of social media.
While there is a general trend across countries, some scholars find some intercountry variation with website use. Rommele (2003) argues some parties stress downward
dissemination of information via new ICTs, while others emphasize their interactive and
targeting possibilities. In Scotland, Marcelle et al. (2004, 2008) found considerable
variation between parties and between individual candidates in terms of capacity and
willingness to seize the potential of the internet as a campaign tool. While some Scottish
candidates used ICTs in quite sophisticated ways, the majority appeared to be reluctant to
engage in interactive, open, dynamic forms of electronic communication.
Some scholars argue that online interactivity will always be limited by political
parties because parties naturally seek to control their messages both off and online
(Jackson and Lilleker 2009; Stromer-Galley 2000; Tedesco 2007). Stromer-Galley (2000)
argues the hesitation on the part of parties and candidates is that by developing the
internet’s democratic potential, they could lose control over their message.
If political parties and candidates have been online for approximately 20 years, have
their websites evolved overtime? It is noteworthy that research conducted at the turn of
the 21st century, arrives at many of the same conclusions of work within the past few
years. Academics have discovered that, while parties’ and candidates’ websites have
progressively become more extensive in content and sophisticated in design, their focus
has still been predominantly on information provision and, more recently, on resource
generation (i.e. in terms of members, volunteers and donations). In contrast, Baxter et al.
(2011) study observed that Scottish political party web sites were providing far more
opportunities than in 2003 for party supporters to actively become part of the campaign.
Overall, the established trend, in Canada and abroad, is that party and candidate
websites are used extensively for information provision, income generation and the
recruitment of members and volunteers. For political parties and candidates scholarly
attention has now shifted to how they are using other online platforms, such as Twitter
(Small 2010, 2011) or blogs (Koop and Jansen 2009). 10

Small concludes that Twitter is still a source of information provision. In contrast, Koop and Jansen’s study of Canadian blogs found
Weblogs (at least those that enroll in a blogroll) are not simply soapboxes for people to spout off. In contrast, they conclude people’s
ideas are read, debated, and discussed. In this respect, bloggers are engaging in democratic dialogue with one another
10
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Methods
Content analysis has often been employed by researchers studying websites
(Anderson and Kanuka 2003; Neuman 1997; Norris 2003). We recruited eleven volunteer
coders to assist in locating and collecting data on riding association websites in August and
September 2013. As no current comprehensive list of riding association websites could be
found, the first step coders undertook was to search for websites. We decided to seek out
all potential associations across the five political parties of focus in this study before
screening the associations’ for their registration standing with Elections Canada. 11
Thus, the initial sample potentially included 1307 riding association websites
(across 308 ridings for the CPC, LPC, NDP and GPC and 75 for the BQ). Coders located
websites using three techniques: internet search engines (ie. Google), links to riding
associations available on national party websites and Elections Canada’s database of riding
associations.
Where no dedicated website for a riding association could be found, coders could
analyze a webpage12 dedicated to the riding association hosted on the respective national
party’s website.13 Though not truly independent websites, uncertainty about how common
and consistent these pages were spurred their inclusion at the outset of the data collection.
Importantly, Facebook pages or twitter accounts were not accepted in lieu of a website that
met the criteria above.
Coders followed a codebook designed for this research project which described the
website elements – or “indicators”-- coders were looking, where they were likely to be
found and provided some examples where appropriate.14 The eighteen indicators included
for the codebook were informed by previous content analysis studies of websites where
the main objective is to measure the presence or absence of website indicators (Carlson
and Djupsund 2001; Gibson, Lusoli and Ward 2008; Jackson and Lilleker 2009; Norris
2003; Ward and Gibson 2003). The coding scheme reflected three categories of indicators
shared in Table 1 below.

This would reveal how many unregistered associations maintained websites. Though not conclusive, the existence of such sites
arguably points towards the value placed on a digital presence for a party locally – even if it lacked official status under the Election
Canada Act.
12 A webpage is different than a website. A webpage is a “tab” on a website, and websites typically have many webpages. In this case the
webpages are hosted on the national party’s website.
13 In two instances, coders encountered a shared website for multiple riding associations across both provincial and federal levels within
a party. The authors determined that these sites should be excluded from that analysis since it was not clear that responsibilities for the
website content were born by the federal riding association(s) of interest.
14 See Appendix 1 for the Codebook given to volunteer coders.
11
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Table 1. Indicator Categories
Category

Description of Indicators

# of Indicators

Information

Basic details about the riding association
and the national party that captures the
‘broadcast’ or ‘push’ of information

8

Engagement

Opportunities that offer a means to gather
feedback or seek participation of citizens

6

Outreach

Efforts to connect with new audiences
beyond the boundaries of the website
through platforms like social media.

4

There were a number of determinations made about what was considered
“present”. Since linking to content on other websites is a common internet practice, coders
counted indicators as present if a link on the riding association website linked directly to
material that fulfilled the indicator’s description on a different website and required no
further navigation (typically on the national party’s site). Social media indicators required a
functional link to an account “owned” by the riding association – the national party’s social
media account did not count. Table 4 provides a full list of all eighteen indicators and their
observed frequency by percent. 15
Notably, this study of riding association websites has important limitations. It is
possible some websites may have not have been located with the limitations of these
search techniques, but we are confident that this number would be minimal. Moreover, it
is unlikely that a voter would find such a hard-to-search for website, which addresses the
concept of having a public website at the heart of our analysis. The project did not seek to
evaluate how visually appealing websites were, how easy they were to navigate, or how
recently information had been updated. Since double coding or randomly checking a
proportion of the coding was not possible due to time and resource constraints, the risk of
error was mitigated by keeping the coders’ evaluation straightforward. Nonetheless, the
lack of verification may allow room for minor errors.
In respect to the scope of the research, the paper’s findings should be undertaken
with some caution keeping: it does not purport to capture all online activity of riding
15

Percentages are rounded to nearest whole percent throughout this analysis.
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associations. Nor did this research ‘test’ the quality of the relationship building that occurs
after a website visitor has, for example, signed up for a newsletter or offered their
volunteer time. This data was also collected at a single point in time – August and
September 2013 – and reflects a period in between federal elections and at the conclusion
of summer. Arguably, these may be times when party volunteers are least active.
Nevertheless, the paper’s findings generate an important benchmark to be further refined
and tested in subsequent research.
Findings
The paper presents findings in response to the two major questions raised at the
outset of the paper. First, data regarding the existence of riding association websites is
discussed across the five political parties of focus. A typology of three different website
forms is also included, as the data suggest parties generate websites differently which in
turn has implications for the content observed on the sites. The next section of findings
shares the content analysis results across the eighteen indicators. This is further broken
down by website type and by political party.
Q1: Do riding associations have websites?
The answer is clearly in the affirmative– in fact, the majority of riding associations
have a website presence, but this trend is not evenly distributed across the five political
parties studied. Different forms of websites were also observed that suggests room for a
preliminary typology.
Out of 1307 potential riding association websites initially searched for, 1019 (78%)
websites were found. However, after crosschecking a list of 1113 registered associations as
of August 31, 2013 provided by Elections Canada, 194 riding association websites were
removed from the dataset since they did not belong to recognized riding associations under
the Elections Canada Act. Among the 1113 registered associations, 857 websites were
found – representing 77% of associations - while 256 were missing. Notably, the 23% of
missing riding associations is much higher than missing websites among Canadian
Members of Parliament – less than 2% (Samara 2013). The table below shows the
breakdown across the five parties.
Table 2. Locatable Riding Association Websites
Registered
Websites
Websites
(Aug. 31/13)
Found
Missing
CPC
LPC

307
306

110
290

197
16
9

GPC
NDP
BQ
Total

149
308
43
1113

149
308
0
857

0
0
43
256

The NDP and GPC are the only parties with a complete set of websites – a fact due in
part to the use of riding association webpages housed on the national party websites. In
comparison, 16% of LPC associations were missing websites, and less than half of CPC
riding associations had sites. No riding association websites were found for the BQ.16
Three distinct websites structures were observed during data collection, which drive
important nuances for the content analysis findings of the project. The first type, termed
“original” in this paper, is characterized by a layout style and page content that is unique,
and a domain name that is not an extension of the national party website. 17 Though not
confirmed18, the website appears to be hosted by the local association and content appears
to be locally driven.
The second class of websites is the “Template”. These websites are webpages on the
national party sites and are consistently uniform in appearance and content, with only
small tweaks, such as the name of the riding association on the webpage and the electoral
riding code that typically appears in the domain address. Such Template websites have
little detail tailored to the local riding in contrast to Original websites (see Table 5).
The third category of websites observed is called “Combination” for the mix of
Original and Template features. Combination websites share a similar layout, some
common features and standard information about the national party, but can be tailored to
add additional features and local content such as details about events. Only the LPC were
observed to have Combination websites – which all followed the domain name format
[RidingName].liberal.ca. Table 3 demonstrates the distribution of the three distinct forms
of websites across political parties in the dataset.

To ensure that this was not a limitation of English-dominated search queries, a Francophone coder based in Quebec also searched for
BQ riding associations.
17 Riding association web pages hosted by the central political party websites generally involve the electoral riding code number – which
is the only variable in the address. For example, the Liberal’s Leeds-Grenville riding association uses:
https://action.liberal.ca/en/donate/riding/35050 whereas the Liberal’s Laval riding association uses:
https://action.liberal.ca/en/donate/riding/24031. In contrast, the Conservative’s Oshawa riding association – considered “original” in
this paper’s typology has a web domain name: http://www.oshawaconservative.ca/
18 To confirm this finding we needed to consult parties directly or examine the back end of the internet server information.
16
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Table 3. Types of Websites by Party

Original
Template
Combination
N

LPC
112
156
22
290

CPC
110
0
0
110

NDP
59
249
0
308

GPC
24
125
0
149

N
305
530
22
857

Percentage
36%
62%
3%
100%

Overall, the NDP, LPC, and GPC make extensive use of standardized templates for
riding association websites. Over half of these parties’ riding websites follow a standard
template created by the party and are hosted on the party’s website. In contrast, the CPC
does not use any sort of Template or Combination website, but in turn has more gaps in
riding associations’ website adoption. These patterns shape the trends that emerge in the
content analysis, which this paper discusses next.
Q2: Do the contents of these websites suggest riding associations are embracing the
participatory aspects of the web, or simply used websites as platform to distribute
information?
Three observations emerge from the top level frequencies across eighteen
indicators in the dataset shared in Table 4 below. First, the most common indicator found
on riding association websites is How to Donate (73%), which reflects the income
generation focus observed in party and candidate focused literature. This is followed by
Newsletter Sign-up (62%).
Second, broadly, most riding association websites are likely to provide more
information about the national party than the local. A little more than half of riding
associations are likely to have information about the party platform, a biography about the
party leader, and the president’s name. In contrast, less than a quarter of EDAs have any
information about their riding, executive or candidate’s name, and upcoming events.
Third, details about how to get much more involved in the riding association through
meetings or by running to become the candidate are not widely shared publicly. Three
percent of associations include a meeting schedule that covers past or future meetings, and
only five riding associations list any information about how to become a candidate.
Table 4. Website Indicators by Category and Frequency of Observations
Information Engagement Outreach
Total
N
How to Donate
*
73%
818
11

Newsletter
Email Address
Party Platform
How to Join
How to Volunteer
EDA President
Name
Party Leader
Biography
Upcoming Events
Riding Information
EDA Executive
Names
Past Candidate
Name
Facebook
Twitter
Meeting Schedule
Flikr
Youtube
How to Become a
Candidate
N

*

*

62%
59%
58%
58%
56%

689
652
641
648
626

*

55%

610

*
*

54%
20%
19%

606
219
213

*

15%

171

*

13%
12%
8%
3%
3%
2%

144
136
84
38
28
19

0%

5

*
*
*

*

*
*
*
*
*
*

1113

However, when we examine the contents across the website typology and political
parties, these general observations grow more nuanced. Referring to Table 5, the
consistency of the Template websites is apparent with perfect (100%) presence of
indicators like How to Donate, Party Platform, Party Leader Biography, and Newsletter
Sign-up. Notably, there are no details about the local riding including, Riding Executive
Names, Past Candidate Name or Riding Information. These sites connect to national party
social media accounts – not local accounts. Moreover, we note that if links were not
accepted, these websites would meet fewer indicators.

12

Table 5. Original vs. Template Contents
Original Template Combination
Party Platform
Party Leader
Biography

29%

100%

100%

18%

100%

100%

EDA President Name

70%

71%

100%

EDA Executive Names

56%

0%

0%

Past Candidate Name

46%

0%

14%

Riding Information

70%

0%

0%

Newsletter

45%

100%

100%

Email Address

83%

71%

100%

Meeting Schedule

12%

0%

0%

How to Join

83%

71%

100%

How to Donate

87%

100%

100%

How to Volunteer
How to Become a
Candidate

75%

71%

100%

2%

0%

0%

Upcoming Events

65%

0%

100%

Facebook

45%

0%

0%

Twitter

28%

0%

0%

Flikr

9%

0%

0%

Youtube

6%

0%

0%

N

305

530

22

Original websites, in contrast to Template websites, contain more riding-specific
information: background including Riding Information (70%), Riding Executive (56%),
Meeting Schedule (12%), How to Join (83%), How to Volunteer (75%), and Upcoming
Events (65%) were all more common on these types of sites.
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Parties’ use of different websites types underlies some of the different trends in the
content analysis when broken down by party lines. Since NDP and GPC riding associations
rely most heavily on Template websites, they share many common indicators, like How to
Donate and Party Leader Biography, as is clear in Table 6. Parties with more Original
riding association websites, like the CPC and LPC, perform better at sharing local
information: Executive Names, Riding Information and Upcoming Events, as well as linking
to Twitter and Facebook accounts.

Table 6. Content Differences Across Political Parties’ Found
Websites
LPC
CPC
NDP
GPC
Party Platform
70%
37%
85%
91%
Party Leader Biography
66%
20%
85%
89%
EDA President Name
38%
66%
94%
93%
EDA Executive Names
22%
57%
9%
10%
Past Candidate Name
9%
76%
9%
4%
Riding Information
32%
77%
8%
7%
Newsletter
80%
45%
88%
93%
Email Address
41%
85%
97%
96%
Meeting Schedule
6%
8%
3%
1%
How to Join
44%
82%
93%
97%
How to Donate
99%
86%
94%
98%
How to Volunteer
43%
67%
92%
96%
How to Become a Candidate
0%
2%
0%
2%
Upcoming Events
34%
65%
11%
9%
Facebook
24%
22%
9%
9%
Twitter
14%
15%
6%
5%
Flikr
0%
0%
0%
0%
Youtube
5%
5%
2%
1%
Instagram
1%
7%
1%
2%
N
290
110
308
308

In light of the data presented, do riding associations’ use of websites diverging from
common ‘broadcast’, information-oriented political websites observed in other studies?
Riding association’s websites conform to past observations about political websites.
Generally speaking, riding association’s websites are politics as usual. The finding that 23%
of all registered riding associations in 2013 did not have locatable websites as well as the
reliance on Template websites (62% of all found websites) suggests that maintaining a
website is not a high priority for many associations. Further, the level of information about
14

the national party compared to the local riding suggests that these sites do not pursue
active engagement and exchanges between citizens and the local chapter of parties.
Granted, parties and riding associations seem to place value on some forms of
participation that can be facilitated by websites – particularly those that generate
resources, such as donations, and to a lesser extent recruiting members and volunteers. Yet
publicly available details about local involvement through riding meetings, events, and
candidacy are relatively rare on such websites, and riding associations do not appear to
embrace outreach on social media in significant number (or at least fail to link their
accounts to their association’s website).
Discussion
The overall picture of riding association websites use and contents suggests much
room for improvement to more fully take advantage of Web 2.0. Whether this is also the
case much closer to a federal election when riding associations are likely more active
would be an important test of this observation. Nevertheless, this initial study of riding
association websites has also revealed variation both in terms of the content across parties,
and within them (especially where both Original and Template websites are used). A better
understanding of what drives this variation – particularly among more complete sites - is
an important question to consider. This section considers potential reasons for the
discrepancies of the adoption and use of websites and explores areas of future research.
While there are potentially a host of factors that can claim to impact the adoption and use
of ICTs – and specifically political websites – this section outlines three: amount of
available resources, organizational structure, and prospective electoral advantage.19
Resources
Organizational resources, include the time, money and skills a riding association has
at its disposal to maximize the potential of the web. While the equalization thesis asserts
that fringe parties can, with the fewer resources maintain a sophisticated web presence,
the counterargument is that resources still matter (Ward and Gibson 2009). According to
Ward, “while initially the Internet might lower the threshold for campaigning,
increasingly… financial and human resources [are] becoming just as important as with
other types of campaigning.” (2008, 5). The emergence of Web 2.0 may amplify this effect
as the properties of Web 2.0 are more sophisticated – and with greater sophistication
comes the need for greater resources, which parties may not have readily at their disposal
(Ward and Gibson 2009).
19

While distinct factors they are not mutually exclusive.
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The first resource that may impact riding associations’ web use is a lack of volunteer time.
The executives of riding associations are comprised of volunteers whose time to give to
partisan activity is not unlimited (Carty 2004). Smith and Chen (2009), quoting the
National Campaign Director of the Conservative’s 2008 federal campaign, observe that the
demand for volunteers surpasses supply:
… volunteers are getting harder and harder to come by. Some campaigns that I ran
locally that had a 1000 campaign volunteers. … [Today] in that same riding … you
are lucky to get 50 volunteers. This is a pandemic, right across the country, right
across all parties. There are too many competing things for volunteers to do.
For Web 2.0, a lack of volunteer time presents a direct challenge to the participatory
exchanges on websites which require constant monitoring and can be time intensive
(Smith and Chen 2009).
In addition a shortage of volunteers generally, associations may be short on the
specific skills needed to create and maintain a website. Resnick (1999) argued the parties
most likely to have sophisticated websites are the ones who command the resources to
recruit the talent to produce them, which often requires money. Across Canada, riding
associations’ finances fluctuate greatly. In 2012 the median amount of total current assets
was $7,898. But some riding association were in debt (as much as - $6,784) while others
had ample surplus funds $172,067 (Elections Canada 2012). The next phase of research
can explore the relationship between an association’s financial health and their online
presence. Do richer associations have a stronger web presence? In other words, can money
accommodate for a lack of time or skills on behalf of party executives and volunteers?
In addition to time and money, the average party member may not be “tech savvy”.
Cross and Young (2004) noted that the average party member tends to be older than the
general population, and thus less comfortable with the ongoing maintenance and troubleshooting required to keep a website updated. If members lack web skills, are associations
turning to social media platforms as a substitute? Arguably, these platforms may be easier
to adopt for some volunteers given their existing familiarity and accessible interface. A
more detailed picture of social media use by riding associations would address this
question.
Overall, more research is needed to explore how a lack of volunteers or web skills
impacts how associations’ website use as well as other social media platforms. This paper
recommends interviews with national parties, riding associations, and party members at
the local level to explore this.
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Organizational Culture
Organizational culture is also a variable that shapes the use of ICTs by political
parties (Ward 2008; Ward and Gibson 2008). Carty (2002) argues the local autonomy of
franchisees in the franchise model allows for considerable freedom for local associations to
set their own norms and practices. For example, some associations are viewed as having a
stronger, participatory, grassroots organizational culture that fits better with the
interactive capacities of the internet, particularly in terms of new social networking tools.
For example, the absence of any Template websites by the CPC suggests that the central
party may not be interested in fill gaps where local riding associations do not take
responsibility for the creation and maintenance of a website.
Precisely what instruction riding associations receive from the central party
regarding websites is not well known. However, some parties’ organizational behavior,
according to Carty (2004), often follows a franchise model, where the central party is
responsible for providing the basic product line while riding associations are responsible
for delivering the central product – creating organizations that can find and support
candidates, as well as mobilizing campaigns to deliver the vote on ground (Carty 2004).
Is this franchise model evident online? The Combination website type used by the
LPC best illustrates this, but captures only a small portion of LPC sites overall (3%). As
previously discussed, this type of websites provides consistent branding and productdesign across riding associations that use it, while also allowing for adaptation to local
content. Template websites comparatively provide little room for local adaptation.
More research that investigates the relationship between the national party and
their local chapters in regards to the websites is necessary to determine why some
associations within the LPC embrace the Combination website type while others have not.
Similarly, tracking how riding association websites change over time can illuminate
whether more Original or Combination sites emerge, or if the central party continues to
host the web presence of many riding associations.
Utility of Riding Associations Online
Riding associations – or their central parties - may not ascribe to the potential
benefits the internet, and specifically what websites offer for riding associations. National
parties already invest in a website for the national party – and can typically ensure the site
is maintained, updated and tracking visitors effectively due to more resources, including
paid staff. As Scarrow (1996) has argued, a network of local parties can be a waste of
resources when there is a central body that does the relatively the same job. In other
words, the national party’s site may be perceived by those inside the party as a more
effective hub for managing donations, volunteering, party memberships, and providing up
17

to date information about the party and leader. Therefore, parties may not offer support to
riding associations as they generate websites, or actively discourage the creation of
websites by riding associations.
Riding associations themselves may see limited utility in investing in a website. In
his analysis of candidates’ websites Jansen (2004) argues gauging the impact of websites is
particularly challenging; websites are inherently different from other forms of
communication. Put simply, voters must click on a link – a website does not come knocking
on their door. If riding associations believe their websites are infrequently visited by
potential supporters they are arguably less likely to prioritize them. While Canada has a
very high internet penetration rate, little is known about the level of traffic visiting political
websites. Moreover, Statistics Canada (2008) identifies a number of enduring “digital
divides,” including locality (urban or rural) and region, which could influence how riding
associations consider the impact of a website among voters and local party members.
Additional investigation is needed to explore who visits political websites (including riding
association websites), what information or opportunities they are seeking, and whether
riding associations consider this information in their attitudes and decisions vis-à-vis an
online presence.
Conclusion
The main objective of this paper was to provide the first account of riding
associations’ web presence in Canada across five political parties currently represented in
the House of Commons in the 41st Parliament. This research revealed broad trends about
the uptake of websites by riding associations and variation in terms of the website content
observed. Though a majority of riding associations have a website, a gap exists: 23% of
registered riding associations are without a website. The Bloc Quebecois were a notable
outlier among the parties without any riding association websites altogether.
The content analysis of the websites revealed an important typology of websites
that shapes which among the eighteen indicators are most likely to be found on a site.
Templates, the most common type, generally provide content about the national political
party rather than the local. This pattern captured the majority of NDP and GPC riding
associations. Original websites, which are each unique and never hosted by the central
party, generally offer more local information about the riding association and its activities.
This was the only type of website in use by CPC riding associations. The LPC used both
Template and Original, but also a third variety termed Combination. These sites display
Template features, but also local content - however they were the least common among
website types. Carty’s notion of a “Franchise Model” for political parties appears relevant to
parties’ online behavior. Some riding associations are rudely independent, others may be
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weak and highly dependent on the central party for their web presence, and several are
much truer franchisees by taking a common website product and adapting it locally.
The variety of websites observed suggests a complicated answer to one of the
animating questions of this paper: are riding association’s using websites to their full Web
2.0 potential in an effort to do politics differently? Like past research on political websites,
there is scant evidence that politics online is vastly different than politics offline for riding
associations: broadcasting information outwards remains the core focus. However, there is
a strong secondary focus on the recruitment of resources. Though a website’s “donate”
button may not offer a deep level of engagement, the presence of this feature as well as
other “action” items such as signing up for a newsletter, joining the party or volunteering is
a sign that opportunities for engagement exist - even if their quality could not be evaluated.
As this research was limited in scope to a content analysis, the factors could more
fully explain the different dynamics within a party’s set of riding associations and across
them suggests a field rich for future research. This paper touched on few possible
influences including resource shortfalls, the organizational culture, and perceptions of the
real value of riding association websites. Interviews with riding association executives,
volunteers, or central party staff, as well as access to internal party guidelines for
internet/website use would help illuminate whether these factors (or others) matter and to
what extent. In the interim, this paper has also provided important benchmarks for the
presence and contents of websites that can be used to measure the changes in riding
associations’ online activities as time passes.
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Appendix 1. EDA Codebook 2013
SAMARA WEBSITE CODEBOOK - Electoral District Associations
First off: A big thank you for your willingness to help us with this ambitious project. As far as we know, no
one else has taken such a comprehensive approach to such a large number of political websites in Canada –
that makes you part of research history!
This guide is designed to provide some background on the project, and to help train you as a coder. By
‘coding’, we don’t mean computer code! What we’re looking to do is fairly simple: read websites. There is
actually quite a bit of variation among them, and we hope to capture some of that in a systematic way.
Individually, the puzzle pieces you collect might not look like much, but put all the collected data together and
patterns emerge.
Contents
1. What is a codebook?
2. What is the Samara Index?
3. What are we measuring and why?
4. How do we go about measuring?
5. What are the indicators?
6. How to record information?
7. What to do when uncertain?
8. What if I can’t find a website?
9. EDA Website Codebook
10. Frequently Asked Questions

1. What is a codebook?
This codebook is a guide that helps to train human coders (i.e. people) on what to look for during an analysis.
In this case, we are analyzing the contents of websites. The codebook should explain what the coder is looking
for through description and use of examples. It should also instruct the coder on how to record their
observations. This project will have many volunteer coders working on it, so it is very important that the
coding is done reliably and the data collected can be easily aggregated for further analysis. The data collected
in this project will contribute to the Samara Index.
2. What is the Samara Index?
The Samara Index is an interactive open data tool that measures key areas of Canada’s democracy. It will help
educate citizens on the health of their democracy, encourage debate, and provoke change where evidence
suggests it’s most needed.
The Index measures the relationship between citizens and their political leadership by looking at three areas:
• How Members of Parliament (MPs) are representing and engaging with Canadians
• How successfully political parties represent and involve citizens
• Citizens’ perceptions of politics, interest in it, and their own levels of participation
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3. What are we measuring & why?
The relationship between citizens and their political leadership has offline and online dimensions. The focus
of this analysis is the online dimension, particularly the online presence and activity of MPs and riding
associations (or Electoral District Associations, EDAs for short).
Scholars note that such party websites function as a channel for political participation by facilitating
interactive linkages between citizens and parties (Norris 2003). In other words, we care about websites
because as communication tools, they can help to build a relationship between citizens and politics. It also
helps because websites are also public, which make them an accessible source of data for analysis.
We are most interested in three different types of online activity: information, engagement, and outreach.
 Information encompasses the existence of resources or information sources that provides details or
facts about the MP, Political Party and/or EDA. More specifically, this may include a biography of the
MP, constituency information, etc.
o This type of communication flows outwards to the public.


Engagement relates to the communication, or opportunities for communication, between citizens
and MPs and EDAs. This may include website features such as directions on how to get in touch with
an MP or EDA and upcoming public meetings or events, etc.
o This type of communication encourages flows in both directions – from the “top-down” (MP
or EDA) and “bottom-up” (from constituents, party members).



Outreach is the attempt to engage audiences on platforms beyond the website, with a particular
focus on Facebook, Twitter, YouTube and Flickr. Other analyses often include followers or likes, but
that is beyond the current scope of this research.
o This type of activity flows in both directions – from the “top-down” and “bottom-up” as well
as horizontally (extends passed borders of website).

4. How do we go about measuring?
To examine the online activity we are analyzing every MP’s website, as well as EDA websites of four main
political parties (Conservative Party, Liberal Party, New Democratic Party, and the Green Party). 20

Type of Website
Members of Parliament
Riding Associations
Total

Number of Websites
308
1232
1544

Each category of communications (information, engagement, or outreach) includes several indicators which
volunteers (i.e. coders) will look for on websites. Each indicator will be coded as present (1) or absent (0).

The Bloc was later added to our analysis after extended deliberation with our French speaking volunteers. Our results
found no BQ websites.
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More complex coding that judges the quality of the content would entail greater interpretation on the part of
volunteer coders. To minimize subjectivity, we’re relying on the simple dichotomy: is the indicator present,
yes or no?
Each coder will be assigned a set of websites to code. They will record their coding into an excel template.
5. What are the indicators?
 See EDA Codebook below
6. How to record the information?
Samara staff will provide you with a excel template. The headings match the same headings used to describe
the indicators in the MP Codebook and the EDA Codebook. It also has a legend that explains what symbols to
use, but it’s pretty basic:
YES =1
NO= 0 (zero)
UNSURE = X
We will also provide you examples of already coded websites so you can see what met the criteria for the
indicators.
Please be sure to save your work often, especially if you are working on it in small chunks of time.
7. What to do when uncertain?
Leave it blank and highlight/fill the cell in the excel sheet with a bright colour. We will review it when you
submit the rest of the data. Or you can email Jane Hilderman [jane.hilderman@samaracanada.com] and Laura
Anthony [laura.anthony@samaracanada.com]. One of us we try to respond quickly to your query.
We’ll check over some early websites you’ve coded to make sure you are on the right track!

8. What if I can’t find a website?
Google does a pretty good job at finding websites, so if that fails, it is possible that a website doesn’t exist!
This is not likely to happen for MPs, but will likely apply to some EDAs.
If Google is coming up short, you can also try Elections Canada’s database
[http://www.elections.ca/WPAPPS/WPR/EN/EDA] and indicate the riding name and political party you are
looking for.
If you still have no luck, note under Website URL that the website is “NOT FOUND” and the date you looked
for it. Samara researchers will confirm that the website is MIA at a later date.
Any question/comment: Email Jane and/or Laura.
Jane.hilderman@samaracanada.com
Laura.anthony@samaracanada.com
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9. Electoral District Associations Codebook




Website/URL
Date coded
Coder Name

INFORMATION












Party Platform
o Does the website outline or link to the policy platform of the party?
 What does this look like? Could be under a “Get to know your party” tab,
“Policy” sub-tab, etc.
Party Leader Biography
o Is there information about the national party leader?
 The following is acceptable: personal info, educational bio, or previous work
experience.
EDA President
o Does the website list the EDA’s president name?
EDA Executive Names
o Does the website list of names that make up the EDA’s executive?
EDA’s Candidate Name
o Is there information on the most recent federal candidate or sitting MP? This could
include, but is not limited to: the candidates’/MP’s name, personal info, educational bio,
or previous work experience.
Riding Info
o Is there information about the riding?
 The following is acceptable: geographic size of riding, total population,
interesting information, events in the riding, etc.
Newsletter
o Does the website allow visitors to sign up for a newsletter (either by mail or email) for
the EDA or national party?

ENGAGEMENT








Email address or Contact Form
o Is there an email address (either an individual’s or general) to send questions and
comments?
Meeting schedule
o Does the website have a calendar or list of the meetings (either past or present), this
could include monthly meetings, Annual General Meeting, etc.
How to join
o Does the website have information about how to join the party?
How to volunteer
o Does the website have information about how to volunteer for the party?
How to become a Candidate
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o Is there information about how to become a candidate?
Upcoming events
o Does the website identify the date and time of upcoming events hosted by the EDA. This
section may be communicated in the form of a calendar, blog post, listing, etc.
 For example, these events could include social and/or fundraising initiatives,
meeting the candidate, door knocking, etc.

OUTREACH


Is there is a button or link to the EDA’s:
 Facebook
 Twitter
 Instagram
 Flickr
 Youtube

10. Frequently Asked Questions
What counts as a newsletter?
The newsletter can be for the EDA OR the national party. Unless we sign up for every newsletter, and follow
up, we can’t be certain. So if there is a link to join the newsletter, that website receives a 1.
Is there a link?
What does this mean, when we say is there a link? And what happens when I click on the link, and then have
to click again before I find the information?
So, when we say “is there a link?” we mean, is there a direct link from the EDA’s website to the information
you need to find. If there is, that website gets a 1.
If you click a link and are redirected to another site and then have to search that site for another tab/link to
the proper information, this website gets a 0.
In other words, if you only have to click once to be directed to the right information, it counts. If you have to
click more than once, it doesn’t count.
Is there an email address?
Some websites will have a contact form instead of an email address – that counts!
The website has a Facebook link, but it’s for the national party, not the MP/EDA.
This doesn’t count as a link for the EDA. In this case, the Facebook under Outreach for this EDA will receive a
0. Remember, we are trying to measure the presence or absence of EDA’s websites – not the national party
(that’s another project!).
What is the definition of a website?
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What seems like a straightforward question can actually get fairly confusing. The Liberals for example, house
many of the EDAs via the electoral riding code on their national party server. For this analysis, these websites
do count as EDA websites.
This means that in some cases EDAs can have two websites. The stock option housed on the Liberal website,
and another website housed separately by the EDA.
How can you tell? For starters, look at the domain name. For the liberals, the main site is
action.liberal.ca/electoralriding
EDA centered websites will not use this domain, and instead usually have the riding name
burlington.centre.liberal
In cases like this, please copy BOTH URLs into excel and code using the EDA centred website.
What about a picture gallery?
Use your gut on this one. Having a tough time figuring out where the MP is, or what they are doing? Then it
probably doesn’t count as a source of information.
What counts as a calendar of events/upcoming events?
Does each MP/EDA have to have an individual calendar? Or can they share one with the national party. Many
Liberal websites have a communal calendar of events housed on the main party website. The communal
calendars do not count as EDA calendars for this analysis.
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